
 

 

 By B.T. Year 8 

Instead of eating lunch inside,  
 Staring out at the warm, sunny day,  

Why don’t we go on a picnic?   
Sit under trees, mess around in the sun.  

We could play a board game,  
Sat right next to each other,  

Like we used to.  
   

Instead of face timing each other:  
Siblings screaming in the background,  

Dog, barking up the wrong tree,  
Why don’t we meet up outside?  

We could go places together,   
Hold hands, see the world,  

Like we used to.  
   

Instead of faulty headphones,   
Joining my piano to your guitar, to his drumkit,  

Why don’t we meet in your garage?  
Practice and gig,  

We could travel the world,  
See people,  

Like we used to.  
   

Instead of creating a virtual Minecraft fort,  
Sending delayed chat messages in attempt of a catch up,  

Why don’t we go out?  
Build a treehouse,  

We could sit up there with friends,  
Chat, and laugh,  
Like we used to.  

   
Instead of dreaming,  

Of that day when we see each other,  
Don’t recognize each other,  

Why don’t we meet,  
Right now,  

Live in the now,  
Like we used to. 
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By T.F.B. Year 7 

 

Instead of gaming, why don’t we go outside and play in the park? We can take it in turns to 

go down the zipline or even go on it all at once. Such fun!  

Instead of going for bike rides because we’re allowed to, why don’t we go up in Dad’s 

microlight and watch the world from above, looking out for other planes? I can freak you out, 

Dad, by shouting “Dad! Dad! Pheasant!’  

Instead of Facetiming you, Gran, why can’t we come over to yours and go to Pagham for a 

swim in the sea? I’ll bring my bodyboard and Mum, you can bury me in the shingle again 

like you did last year.  
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